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REPLETE DECEIT

Pictured above: The Minolta Disc-7, 1983. 
Designed for disc-type film, this camera had 
one remarkable feature. In the center of the 
front plate was a small convex mirror, which 

could be used to compose a self-portrait. 
Good for ego-boosting or soul-searching.

The Graham Cracker Box from Theater of Manners by Tina Barney, 1983.

HOW TO PURSUE HAPPINESS  Many of us have just gone through elaborate 
holiday events. Some might be described as lavish or even pretentious. We all 
see special dinners and parties as treats but some hosts work hard at emulating 
affluence, believing that to be the route to happiness. Born to a privileged New York 
family, American photographer Tina Barney (1945- ) became known for images 
recording the interior domestic life of ambitious and successful families of the 
1980s. Her photographs often peel away common assumptions about those 
referred to as the one percent. They display socialites more melancholy than 
content and patriarchs more disconnected than masterful.

The piece above gives a glimpse into a household with which Barney would 
have been familiar. Each of the children appears to be adrift between boredom 
and isolation. The adult in charge is equally disengaged and restless. All seem 
dissatisfied with the moment; none enjoy the social position they occupy or the 
things they've acquired. Happiness is absent even with the implied availability 
of greater financial resources. Perhaps Albert Einstein was right when he wrote, 
"A quiet and modest life brings more joy than a pursuit of success bound with 
constant unrest." A fresh year might be a good time to contemplate his message.

Sources
americanart.si.edu/
tinabarney.com

mailto:info%40phsc.ca?subject=
http://www.phsc.ca
http://www.facebook.com/PHSCPhotographicHistoricalSocietyofCanada?fref=ts
http://americanart.si.edu/
http://tinabarney.com
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Join Denise Birkhofer, Collections Curator at the Ryerson Image Centre, as she discusses photographs of Canada from 
the New York Times Photo Archive. A promised gift to the Ryerson Image Centre, the collection is comprised of nearly 25,000 
images of Canadian people, places, and events from the twentieth century. The talk will consider the themes which create a 
nuanced picture of Canadian national identity by photographers and journalists from in and outside the country. Intended for 
reproduction in the United States’ “newspaper of record,” the prints have rich physical histories and feature prominent editing 
marks, retouching, stamps, and inscriptions. Birkhofer will likewise offer a behind-the-scenes look at the process of curating 
the 2017 exhibition The Faraway Nearby: Photographs of Canada from the New York Times Photo Archives, which presented 
these objects to the public for the first time.

Denise Birkhofer is a graduate of New York University where she earned a PhD in Art History. She was made Collections 
Curator at the Ryerson Image Centre in 2016, coming to Ryerson from the Allen Memorial Art Museum at Oberlin College in 
Oberlin, Ohio. She has held positions at the Grey Art Gallery, New York University; the Museum of the City of New York and the 
Des Moines Art Center.

Join us at 7:30pm on January 17 in the Gold Room of Memorial Hall, in the basement of 5120 Yonge St, North York, 
Ontario for Denise Birkhofer's presentation. Admission, as usual, is free and light refreshments are provided. Need info? 
www.phsc.ca

Finding Canada in the New York Times Photo Archive
PHSC PREsEnTs

Two-fifths of a Canadian skater gives her other three-fifths for an Olympic win: Canadian Women's 
Olympic Speed skating team, Lake Placid, New York by unknown photographer, February 1932, gelatin 

silver print.The Rudolph P. Bratty Family Collection, Ryerson Image Centre.

http://www.phsc.ca
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Sometime in the 1970s, Montreal resident Michel 
Campeau started to gather his family’s ancestral 
photographs. Among them was a curious picture from 1963 
showing his mother in a restaurant feeding a piglet from 
a bottle. It wasn’t until 2005 that Campeau came across a 
similar image in the possession of a friend: a piglet on a table 
surrounded by happy diners. Placing an ad in a newspaper 
catering to seniors, Campeau was soon the recipient of 
more than 200 calls about pictures with bottle-fed piglets in 
a particular Montreal restaurant. That restaurant turned out 
to be Au Lutin Qui Bouffe (roughly translated as “The Elf Who 
Gorges Himself”).

Campeau, working with Erik Kessels, put the collection 
together in a book entitled In Almost Every Picture (2011). 
Musing on the longevity of the photographic meme, 
undertaken by photographer Jean-Paul Cuerrier, might have 
been the extent to which this lovely little volume could be 
enjoyed. However, the story takes an intriguing twist. Au 

Lutin Qui Bouffe was run by a New Yorker named Radler who 
hired Cuerrier to take pictures on the premises. Radler’s son 
grew up to be F. David Radler, close Conrad Black confidante 
and president of Hollinger International. In November 2003, 
Hollinger demanded Radler’s resignation along with the 
repayment of millions taken in “self-dealing” transactions. 
Radler agreed to pay a fine of $28.7 million and was 
sentenced to 29 months in jail in the US prison system with 
an additional fine of $250,000. He wasn't alone in doing time; 
Mr Black did also. So what to take away from the book and 
Radler's ironic fate? Overfeeding has its consequences.

Sources
In Almost Every Picture by Michel Campeau, edited by Erik Kessel 

(2011)
"Lord Black's Man Preferred the Ledger to the Limelight," New York 

Times (2005-08-22)
"Former Hollinger exec David Radler reaches plea agreement with 

OSC," CTV NEWS, (2012-11-14)

PhoTo BOOK 101 BY SONJA PUSHCHAK

In Almost Every Picture and the Selves who Gorged

All photographs from In Almost Every Picture by Jean-Paul Cuerrier, dates unknown.
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Hard to believe what it's made of: Ice Palace, Montreal by Chas Bierstadt, Niagara Falls, New York, 1884.
Collection of Robert G. Wilson.

IMPERMA-FROST

When Mark Twain visited Montreal in the early 1880s, he 
remarked that it was the first city he had been in “where you 
couldn’t throw a brick without breaking a church window.” 
Montreal in the mid-nineteenth century had definitely 
witnessed the construction of some of its most imposing 
religious structures, including Mary, Queen of the World 
Cathedral, St. Patrick’s Basilica and St. Joseph’s Oratory. A 
growing population had also insisted on secular architectural 
projects like schools, hotels, banks and factories. But it was 
likely the concurrence of two technological firsts: the 1882 
opening of the Montreal-Sorel Railway and Montreal’s first 
capacity for electricity in 1882, that inspired municipal 
leaders to execute a line of extraordinary ice palaces between 
1883 and 1889. What better way to showcase Montreal's 
increasing sophistication and bring in tourism dollars.

It undoubtedly took loads of civic spirit, in the dead of 
severe Montreal winters, to cut giant blocks of ice out of the 
frozen St. Lawrence river, each weighing approximately 500 
pounds. Transporting them to a carnival site, magnificent 
castles of neo-Gothic and Romanesque design rose, on a 
scale equal to any existing full-size historical building. The 
one constructed in 1883 was North America’s first, designed 
by architect and mason A.C. Hutchinson, who had worked 
on the Canadian Parliament buildings. Hutchinson was also 
responsible for the Ice Palace blueprints of 1884 (pictured 
above), 1885, 1887 and 1889. He would skip 1886, lured 
away to design an ice castle for an appreciative American 
audience and their winter festival in St. Paul, Minnesota.

Not only did Montreal build the 1884 edition, an extensive 
network of electric lights was installed to illuminate the 
structure at night, as stereocards from the period attest. With 
such attention to detail, the Ice Palace became a must-see 
sensation on the continent. The 1884 version in particular 
was praised by Harper’s Bazaar and, of course, William 
Notman’s studio in Montreal sold postcard-type montages 
to keep visitors' memories alive.

While gradual changes in Montreal's mean winter 
temperature and competition by other celebrations have 
been cited as reasons for the end of the Ice Palace's annual 
construction, the British overtones of the occasion likely took 
more of a toll. Ice sculptures reminiscent of the authority of 
the Empire, British lions and tableaux from the Far East, dotted 
the site. As well, the lack of recognition by anglophones of 
French labour, participation and support caused irreparable 
friction. However, even without such palaces in Montreal 
today, Quebec City still offers the architecturally compact 
Hôtel de Glace and there's always the Ice Hotel in Jukkasjӓrvi, 
Sweden.

Sources
Montreal's Giant "Ice Castles" From 100 Years Ago, www.mtlblog.

com/photography/montreals-forgotten-ice-palaces-of-
the-1880s

Ice Palaces in Montreal, 1883-89,“ icecubicle.net/ice-palaces-in-
montreal-1883-89/

The Great Montreal Ice Palaces

http://www.mtlblog.com/photography/montreals-forgotten-ice-palaces-of-the-1880s
http://www.mtlblog.com/photography/montreals-forgotten-ice-palaces-of-the-1880s
http://www.mtlblog.com/photography/montreals-forgotten-ice-palaces-of-the-1880s
http://icecubicle.net/ice-palaces-in-montreal-1883-89/
http://icecubicle.net/ice-palaces-in-montreal-1883-89/
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THE ICE ADs
The Evolution and Paradox of the Hockey Card Hero

Fans see hockey trading cards 
as material objects of hockey history, 
statistics and professional careers, as 
well as commodities in their own right. 
However, the story underlying their 
origins is something quite different. 
Hockey hero cards emerged at the 
intersection of three cultural forces 
outside the game: the development of 
advertising psychology, the paradox 
of the modern hero and the rise of 
manufacturing. These images of men 
who played for the Vancouver Nats 
and Millionaires, professional teams 
around the end of WWI, can be taken 
as a case in point.

These circa 1918 portraits show 
the locations for shoots as places 
other than rinks or games. However, 
the images as captured wouldn't make 
it onto trading cards. Figures outlined 
in white paint indicate that players 
were meant to float supernaturally on 
a card face or be imposed over another 
scene entirely.

The psychology behind this 
kind of presentation enhancement 
dates from the nineteenth century. 
Even that far back, British author 
Charles Dickens recognized that 

advertising must manipulate the 
emotions in order to make sales. 
To sell monthly installments of his 
novels in magazines, Dickens wrote 
the ads that were inserted into each 
novel. These ads often coordinated 
with the plot to play on the reader's 
emotions. Modern advertisers 
appreciated the effectiveness of 
emotional manipulation. Removing a 
hockey player from reality idealized 

him, making him larger than life. But 
putting him within the fan's reach 
on something tangible like a trading 
card created intimacy between him 
and the fan. That paradox made for a 
hockey hero, both distant and close, 
encouraging fans to worship the player 
as they identified with him.

Of course, hockey trading cards 
started out having nothing to do with 
hockey. They were a cheaply-made 
consumer bonus in the growing 
packaged foods industry. As people 
in the nineteenth century went from 
raising food to buying it prepared and 
packaged, competing companies 
began to see that advertising wasn't 
enough to hold onto customers. 
Companies encouraged brand loyalty 
with giveaways in product purchases. 
That cards became a reason to choose 
a brand meant that products were 
bought even if they didn’t live up to 
claims of quality. 

Sources
Photographs by Stuart Thomson (1881-

1960) from Vancouver Public 
Library Special Collections Historical 
Photographs www3.vpl.ca/spe/
histphotos/

Vancouver Millionaires player, c1918. Vancouver Nats player, c1918.Hughie Lehman, Vancouver 
Millionaires, c1918.

Vancouver Nats player, c1918.

http://www3.vpl.ca/spe/histphotos/
http://www3.vpl.ca/spe/histphotos/
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PhoTos BEFORE FIX  BY SONJA PUSHCHAK

Caravaggio: A Phenomenal Proto-Photo Painter

In 1998, Australian author Peter Robb wrote a semi-
biographical work on the Italian late Renaissance painter 
Michelangelo Merisi, who became known by the name of 
Caravaggio, a town where he’d spent years as a child. The 
book jacket declared that Caravaggio (1571-1610) held a 
mirror to nature; inside, author Robb described his canvases 
as having “hallucinatory vividness.” Anyone who has seen 
a Caravaggio knows what these statements mean: the 
brushwork is so precise, his paintings seem photographic. 
While Merisi was shunned for centuries because of various 
scandals, twentieth-century art scholars have lauded him as 
an incredible genius. What else would you call a painter who 
never executed any sketches or did any kind of preparatory 
planning for such large, flawless canvases?

A new year may be the perfect time to renew a photo 
controversy which erupted in 2001. Seventeen years ago, 

British artist David Hockney drew attention to the scores of 
painters besides Caravaggio, roughly from the mid 1400s 
onward, who had turned out remarkably photographic 
canvases. All of these artists produced work in marked 
contrast to the stiff, cartoonish appearance of Medieval art 
in the Mediterranean, Central and Northern Europe. Hockney 
was aware of the standard explanation for such a wave 
change – the Renaissance period had popularized ancient 
classicism, ideal human proportions and mathematical 
and atmospheric perspective. However, after examining 
hundreds of paintings in conjunction with the history 
of optics, Hockney concluded that proto-photographic 
technologies had been in use by painters. Publishing his 
hypothesis, he was angrily hounded by art historians for 
more than a decade. 

That mercuric chloride was found to be imbedded in 
the surface of Caravaggio’s 1602 The Inspiration of Saint 
Matthew (daguerreotypes were developed with mercury 
salts) and reported by Tom Kington in 2009, was inexplicably 
ignored by scholars at a Renaissance conference held at the 
National Gallery of Canada, Ottawa, in 2011. Was Hockney 
right? You be the judge. Next month we start a series on the 
evidence of photo-technology in the history of painting.

Sources
"Was Caravaggio the first photographer?" by Tom Kington in The 

Guardian (2009-03-11)
M: The Man Who Became Caravaggio by Peter Robb (1998)
Secret Knowledge by David Hockney (2001)

The Inspiration of Saint Matthew by Caravaggio, 1602.

Medusa by Caravaggio, after 1590. Did a lens help?
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EQUIPMEnT REVIEW BY DAVID BRIDGE

Bottom Feeding: the Leica (sort of) vs. the Contax (sort of)

As our title suggests, Leica and 
Contax were the two top 35mm 
cameras during the mid-twentieth 
century, but many of our PHSC lab 
followers may not be financially on 
the Leica/Contax playing field, even in 
today's era of bargain bin classics. For 
the financially challenged, the Soviet-
era cameras offer a sort of analogue.  
To the extent that these eastern 
cameras have squinty viewfinders, 
coupled rangefinders and clumsy 
removable backs, they mimic to some 
degree their deluxe western look-alikes. 
No one would claim, however, that they 
are as silky-smooth or reliable as the 
real thing, but by now many of the real 
things are getting a bit crumbly too.

Two of our favourites are shown. 
Our Fed-3, whose rounded body 
invokes M-series Leicas, came with an 
incredibly balky film advance, eyeglass-
scratching knurled rear viewfinder 
port, non-existent strap lugs and a 
rangefinder that needed calibrating. 
The Kiev 4AM resembles an original 
Contax without the top-plate light 
meter. Ours seemed to want to throw 
off its plastic leather, and of course 
came with a rangefinder that needed 
calibrating.

In use, the Fed seemed easier 
to focus and wind, although fingers 
seemed to fall on the front aperture 
ring when they were meant to engage 

the stiffer focus barrel. The Kiev, on the 
other hand, has the renowned Contax 
problem of fingers naturally falling in 
front of the rangefinder window on 
their way to engaging the cute little 
body-mounted focussing wheel. And 
of course the novelty of the Contax-
style focussing lock wears thin after a 
few missed shots.

There are acres of coverage on the 
web regarding various lenses, eastern 
and western, and their adaptability to 
these wannabe cameras, and the price 
of Soviet optics is very low. Which 
system is better? It doesn’t cost much 
to try both. 

The Fed-3 image (left) and the Kiev 4AM image (right).
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“Learn What it Takes to Run a Museum in MoMA’s Short 
Documentary Series,” By Alison Nastasi (November 27, 
2017)

flavorwire.com/611597/learn-what-it-takes-to-run-a-museum-
in-momas-short-documentary-series

“The Museum of Modern Art’s new eight-episode 
documentary series At the Museum takes you behind the 
scenes of the 88-year-old institution. The museum staff is 
busy with shipping prep, restoration duties, and installing a 
new line-up of shows — and you get to see how it all runs 
behind the scenes. A new episode is published weekly. (So 
far, they’re four deep.)

“The first episode follows the shipping process from New 
York City to a special exhibition in Paris. Episode two dives 
into the work of surrealist Max Ernst, while episode three 
anticipates the Louise Bourgeois exhibition An Unfolding 

Portrait. Episode four tackles the purpose of modern art. 
It’s unscripted (as far as we can tell), which makes it more 
compelling and fun and voyeuristic.”

Watch the first episode of “At the Museum”, at the link.

WEB LInKs COMPILED BY LOUISE FREYBURGER

“2050 images from Grey Bruce Image Archives. Enjoy,”

www.facebook.com/greybruceimagearchives/

Grey-Bruce, formerly known as Grey-Bruce-Owen Sound, is a Canadian federal electoral district located near Georgian Bay. 
“Grey-Bruce Images Archive (GBIA), a collection of historical photographs, is owned by Peter Ciokan and two others. In 2000 
Peter owned two significant collections of historical Owen Sound photographs. One, the work of John James, an Owen 
Sound photographer who set up shop in 1905, and the other, the work of Gerry McDonald, an Owen Sound photographer who 
originally opened Foto Art Camera Shop in the late 1950s. We have also obtained and are processing several other collections 
of historical significance to Grey/Bruce counties."

“The Things People Do To Foil Energy-Saving Buildings: New research on how 
occupants inhabit energy-efficient buildings reveals behaviors designers don’t 
anticipate—and a slew of bloopers,” By Emily Matchar, smithsonian.com (November 
29, 2017)

www.smithsonianmag.com/innovation/things-people-do-foil-energy-saving-
buildings-180967324/#ZklPogo9EXvVW0v4.99

Researchers at Washington State University have examined how occupant behavior 
in high-efficiency buildings affects energy use, asking open-ended questions in an 
effort to discover unanticipated behaviors…. “What I find most surprising in these 
studies is that oftentimes it seems that the end-user needs were either neglected, 
ignored or just not really understood in the first place within the design process,”  
says Day, who teaches at the university’s School of Design and Construction. Day’s 
results were recently published in the journal Energy Research and Social Science.

http://flavorwire.com/611597/learn-what-it-takes-to-run-a-museum-in-momas-short-documentary-series
http://flavorwire.com/611597/learn-what-it-takes-to-run-a-museum-in-momas-short-documentary-series
http://www.facebook.com/greybruceimagearchives/
http://www.smithsonianmag.com/innovation/things-people-do-foil-energy-saving-buildings-180967324/#ZklPogo9EXvVW0v4.99
http://www.smithsonianmag.com/innovation/things-people-do-foil-energy-saving-buildings-180967324/#ZklPogo9EXvVW0v4.99
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MAKING KODAK FILM IN 2003
November 15, 2017
Bob Shanebrook talks about the year of peak film production 
for Kodak.
 
XMAS SNAPSHOTS FROM 
THE FAMILY ARCHIVES
December 20, 2017
Join Jennifer Orpana from the Royal Ontario Museum for 
insights into the personal photography of the holidays while 
enjoying the annual PHSC Christmas party and gift exchange.

NEW YORK TIMES PHOTO COLLECTION
January 17, 2018
Denise Birkhofer of Ryerson University brings in a selection  
of images and stories from Ryerson's newest collection of 
New York Times photographs. 

FREE BLACK NORTH: STYLE, DIGNITY AND 
SELF-ASSURANCE
February 21, 2018
AGO’s Assistant Curator of Photography Julie Crooks speaks 
on an extraordinary collection of studio portraits of Black 
refugees taken in 19th century Ontario.

THE WORLD OF THE CBC & DOCUMENTARY 
PHOTOGRAPHY
March 21, 2018
Dale Barnes reflects on his 10 years at the CBC during the 
1950s and 60s. Vincenzo Pietropaolo is our guide for 150 
years of documentary photography.

HOME BOYS & THE DEEPEST PICTURES
April 18, 2018
Sandra Joyce presents on the British Home Children and 
the effect this immigration scheme had on 100,000 children 
sent to Canada as farm workers and domestics. Maeghan 
Ogilvie, award winning underwater photographer, reveals the 
challenges in capturing the remarkable secrets of the deep.

NIAGARA FALLS & 
PHOTOGRAPHY THEN AND NOW
May 16, 2018
Anthony Bannon from Buffalo will show us how they do it at 
the Falls while John McQuarrie presents Photography: Then 
and Now.

VIDEO AND ITS EDITING
June 20, 2018
Mark Holtze will take us through the complexities of this 
often encountered and enjoyed visual medium. 

Talks are free and open to the public on the third Wednesday of every month, from September to 
June, in the Gold Room of the Memorial Hall, in the basement of 5120 Yonge St, North York, Ontario. 
Talks start at 7:30 pm unless otherwise specified. Please note: some of the presentations are 
tentative and subject to change. Check the website for updates.

PHSC TALKs

PHSC EVEnTs
sPRInG FAIR

Sunday, May 27, 2018

TRIDENT HALL
145 Evans Avenue, Toronto

(south of the Gardiner, 
east of Islington Avenue)

10:00am to 3:00pm
Admission $7 / Students free

Free parking
Clint Hryhorijiw - Chairman

Details at www.phsc.ca

ConsIGnMEnT AUCTIon
ALL sELLERs AnD 

bUyERs wELCoME!
Sunday, March 18, 2018

ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION #101
3850 Lake Shore Blvd. West, Toronto

Items accepted 8:30 to 10:30
Auction starts at 11:00am
Free admission & parking

Clint Hryhorijiw - Chairman
Details at www.phsc.ca
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NATURE DREAMS BIG
Wildlife Photographer of the Year at the ROM

Saguaro Twist by Jack Dykinga, Nikon D810, 14–24mm f2.8 lens; 1/3 sec at f20; ISO 64; Really Right Stuff tripod.

I have a sister-in-law who I’d describe as a nature freak. 
She organizes winter picnics in the frozen bush, finds obscure 
paths in remote locations for hiking marathons and is a step 
away from foregoing the usual package of campfire wieners 
in favour of the tasty forest roots in nature’s “superstore.” This 
is so not me. I believe in the conservation of nature and I put 
that into action partly by staying the heck out of it. When I go 
to the Royal Ontario Museum’s annual wildlife photography 
exhibit every year, it’s so these photographs can give me 
nature's wonders without a mystery crust developing on my 
sneakers. It’s a lovingly nurtured hands-off relationship.

So having experienced much nature on paper, I am 
honestly in awe of what this year’s best nature photographers 
have achieved. It goes without saying that they ace these 
images technically (equipment buffs should already be 
aware that full technical information, sometimes down to 
tripod heads, is listed on each one). But it’s what they wait 
hours or days to capture or happen upon by lucky accident. 

Organic architecture like the surreal Saguaro cactus above or 
an avalanche raging in a breathtaking Ansel Adams mountain 
range. The little girl in the South American rainforest whose 
palm-sized pet Tamarin monkey hides in her hair. The 
mother Kestrel who dive-bombs a white housecat that gets 
too close to her nest. An ocean seahorse that steadies itself 
on a discarded cotton swab and miffed wild Norwegian 
mountain bunnies. Works like these make a strong case for 
protecting the environments in which these plants, animals 
and geological formations are found. Photographs like these 
should never be the last that can ever be taken.

Wildlife Photographer of the Year is on at the ROM, 
Toronto, Ontario until March 18, 2018. Tickets are $20 for 
general admission plus $8 for the Wildlife Photographer 
exhibition. Note: General admission to the Museum is free 
to full-time students attending a Canadian post-secondary 
institution on Tuesdays. Just present a current student card 
with picture ID. www.rom.on.ca/en/wpy

BY SONJA 
PUSHCHAK

http://www.rom.on.ca/en/wpy
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Our high-spirited, homey host 
of the hoax weighs in on life, 
love and photography.
Dear Phinny,
Has anyone ever beaten you to a find of the 
century?
                                                                  - GEORGE HULL
My Dear Sir,

You weedy miscreant. You heaving, half-baked bilious 
badger. You’ve lost your man marbles if you think you beat me 
to the punch. You are, of course, referring to the “discovery” 
of the Cardiff Giant. 

While digging a well in 
Cardiff in the state of New 
York in 1869, labourers 
uncovered what looked to 
be the petrified remains of 
a twelve-foot giant. Experts 
were called in for opinion, 
among them the director of 
the New York State Museum 
and philosopher Ralph Waldo 
Emerson (I guess he wasn’t 
busy). All were divided on 
whether it was a corpse from 
some anomalous branch of 
humanity or a sculpture left 
by the ancient Phoenicians. 
But all believed the thing to 
be scrupulously ancient.

Milking this moment 
was George Hull, a 
shady Binghamton cigar 
manufacturer and relative 
of the farmer who owned 
the well. He exhibited the 
Giant for 50 cents a head to 
the locals, ran up its value 
as an attraction, then sold 
it to a group of upstate 
businessmen for $30,000. 
The Giant eventually came 
to Albany where I made a fair 
offer for it. I could discern 
the hoaxy scent of the thing 
a mile off but I was the right 
gentleman to give it a good 

home. When those uncooperative weasels turned me down, 
I hired an artist to take in the exhibit, make a wax model and 
bring back a list of the Giant’s dimensions. My facsimile got 
made and was soon on display at my Broadway museum, 
drawing all the attention away from the “original.” 

As for the true provenance of the Cardiff Giant, it turned 
out that Hull had spent a considerable sum buying gypsum 
(plaster) and hiring a sculptor from Chicago to make the 
Giant. He then moved it back to Cardiff and buried it on 
the farm where it aged nicely until the owner got around to 
digging his well. The age of the item could be measured in 
months, not centuries. So I profited at a fraction of the cost 
I would have had to pay either Hull or the Giant’s upstate 
consortium for the first and equally dubious Cardiff Giant. 

Me, find of the century - one. Hull, find of the century - 
zero.

Sources
Struggles and Triumphs by Phineas Taylor Barnum (1873)
P.T. Barnum, The Legend and the Man by A.H. Saxon (1989)

AsK PHINNY

Cardiff Giant exhumed, unknown photographer, 1869.

Cardiff Giant, Syracuse, 
NY, c1869. New York State 

Historical Association 
Library.
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CITY OF TORONTO 
ARCHIVES
Wide Open World: A Celebration of 
the Suburbs in Toronto
Opened September 21, 2017

This exhibit from the City of Toronto 
Archives features the work of official 
city photographers, freelancers and 
amateurs as they documented people 
raising families, building communities,  
and celebrating together in the wide 
open world known as the suburbs.
255 Spadina Rd., Toronto, ON, 
M5R 2V3

CAMERAMA
Sunday, January 14, 2018
9:30am to 2:30pm
Free parking and lots of vendors ready 
to buy, sell and trade. Edward Village 
Hotel, 185 Yorkland Blvd, Toronto, 
Ontario M2J 4R2. 
Admission $7. (Students $5)
Contact Gary Perry at 905-550-7477
torontocamerashows@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/
TorontoCameraShows

The latest Graflex Journal, Issue 3, 
2017 is available for download at http://
graflex.org/journal. 

Special Announcement: A future issue 
will be dedicated to contemporary 
images made with Graflex cameras. 
Submit an example of your work to 
be considered for publication in the 
Graflex Journal!  We want to know who 
is shooting with Graflex technology 
and how they're doing it. Contact Ken 
Metcalf at metcalf537@aol.com

CONTACT GALLERY
Brendan George Ko: "Moemoeā"
January 11–March 10, 2018

Moemoeā, a solo exhibition by Canadian 
artist Brendan George Ko, explores 
the re-emergence of the Polynesian 
voyaging canoe in contemporary 
Hawai’i. Through photographs and 
video, Ko examines the ways in which 
the canoe has revitalized Hawaiian 
culture and created a community that 
brings together elders, youth, natives, 
and non-natives.
80 Spadina Ave, Suite 205
Toronto ON M5V 2J4

THE CLASSIFIEDS
Camera Shows

Wanted

Exhibitions

Photography: 
The Black Box of History
Friday, March 16 & 
Saturday, March 17, 2018
A symposium in partnership with 
the Ryerson Image Centre and the 
University of Delaware with keynote 
speakers Ariella Azoulay and Elizabeth 
Edwards. The symposium investigates 
how photography is conceptualized 
as a problem in history today, and 
how recent technological and 
epistemological transformations 
have engendered new approaches. 
Photography: The Black Box of History 
will bring together researchers whose 
methods and subjects exemplify new 
ways of thinking about photography 
that revisit history and encourage 
alternatives.
33 Gould St. Toronto ON M5B 1W1

35TH ANNUAL ANTIqUE 
PHOTO SHOW IN 
WASHINGTON DC
Sunday, March 11, 2018
10:00am to 4:00pm 
Everything photographic. Have gear to 
sell? Tables are available.
Holiday Inn, 1900 N Fr Myer Drive, 
Arlington, VA 22209.
Admission $10 - Student Free 1-4pm
Contact antiquephotoshow.com

For Sale

NIKON PRO GEAR
D750 < 2M shots; 24-70mm f1:2.8;
70-200mm f1:2.8 VRII w/AF-S 1.4X & 
2.0X converters;
MB-D12 Power grip for D810.
Please send email to:
wayne.gilbert@sympatico.ca

ROM
Wildlife Photographer of the Year 
Opens Saturday, December 16, 2017

100 Queen’s Park, 
Toronto, ON, M5S 2C6
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